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Von Moos launches pens with 
Fidesmo Pay functionality   
 

 
  
 
The exclusive Swiss brand Von Moos today launches pens with contactless 
payment functionality together with the Swedish tech company Fidesmo. 
 
Von Moos is an exclusive Swiss manufacturer of fountain pens and rollerball pens that 
are unique, and each of the writing instruments are made to the customer's wishes. 
Today Von Moos takes a new step and launches pens with payment functionality 
together with the Swedish tech company Fidesmo, who offers the payment service 
Fidesmo Pay. Through an integrated chip inside the pen, the customer will be able to 
tokenize a payment card through Fidesmo Pay and use the pen as a means of 
payment at all terminals that support contactless payment. 
 
 
– At Fidesmo, we always strive to extend the experience of contactless payment and 
other services, and this is where exciting new partners like Von Moos come in, with a 
new kind of device, based on the fine art of wood manufacturing, says Ulrich Dreefs, 
Head of Sales at Fidesmo. 
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About Fidesmo 
Fidesmo makes it possible to connect contactless services, such as payment, public transport tickets, 
office and hotel access and car keys, to a variety of devices, such as wearables, cards and phones. 
Providing a secure, constantly growing platform and a streamlined integration process, the Swedish 
tech company has earned the trust to work with the world leaders in access, payments, security and 
mobile devices. Fidesmo was founded in 2013 and has its headquarters in Stockholm and R&D offices 
in Madrid. Read more at fidesmo.com. 
 
  
About Von Moos  
André von Moos began producing writing implements in 2005. Because he was looking for a further 
use for offcuts produced at the small teak parquet flooring factory he owned in Costa Rica instead of 
simply burning them. The first writing implements were made by local craftsmen in Grecia. In 2007 
André von Moos then commissioned Claudia Astore, a designer with Italian roots, to create a design 
for unique writing instruments. His ambition is to develop sustainable products which are extraordinary 
in form and function. Recent developments are the incorporation of modern information technology into 
writing instruments. Von Moos smart pen is a worldwide unique innovation to allow contactless pay and 
access. 
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